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INTRODUCTION

Noah was told by God 10 build an ark. Just
exactly how God told Noah is left up 10 the
imagination. The fact remains that the clouds
on the horizon were revealed to Noah and even
though he lived nowhere near water, he was
inspired to build a ship. He must have
experienced much ridicule for wasting time.
energy . and materials on this ship .
Inspiration, however. is more powerful
than ridicule. Noah saw the clouds on the
horizon and the coming flood. so he built a
ship to float on the seas, for there was a time
coming when there would be no land.

Today, it doesn't take a prophet to see the
clouds on the horizon. There are many signs
of the "coming flood". The overall abuse of
the earth by humanity is about to leave OUf

ever growing population "flooded" with
survival emergencies, on many levels. This
will affect water, air, food, shelter. energy.
etc. All factors of human survival, as we
know it, are immediately threatened by the
rapidly deteriorating condition of the planet
Earth. The media is full of emergencies
regarding polluted oceans, rivers and streams,
vanishing wildlife, air quality. radioactive
waste, garbage, homeless families, etc. The
situation is escalating and in many cases
irreparable damage (relative to human life
span) is done. This is no special awareness

available only to one person. All
theclouds on the horizon.





1. CONCEPT
THE DETERMINING FACTORS OF
THE EARTHS HIP IDEA

. What it means to interface
• Why we should do so

This chapter will elaborate on and develop
the "independentvessel" concept as a neces~
spark toward the evolution of atiitat on
this planet . There will be
what the vessel must be
order to independently
existence. Idealistic visio
intorealistic possibilities.



A VIEW FROM THE STARS

Some light beings from Alcyone once sent a
represenralive to Earth to analyze the situation
there. The light being came, spent some time
on Earth and went back 10 Alcyone and made
lhe/ol/owing report;









n a life support system in a hospital
ays within reach and "plugged in"

systems that keep him/her alive.
with our current concept of housing.

to be plugged in keeps us from using
ousands of acres of dynamic and beautiful
d ~ Some of the most beautiful places on the

anet are rendered useless for human habita
tion because the systems that support housing
(10 not go there. The limitations. the depen
3ency. thevulnerability. and the poison give us
many reasons to question the existing concept
of housing and ask ourselves. "Is this really
something that we want to attempt to go into
the future with?"



Robbins). The quality of the global waren is
also beginning to affect fish. Distribution pt
food is dependent upon vehicles which rna
may not run during economic, natural. or
human-made disasters. The existing food
system is, therefore, unreliable 85 well a1
unhealthy. In addition, it is so wrapped up in
the monetary system, that it almost ceases to-be
food. Speaking of wrapped.it is also wrapped
in various plastics and packaging which are a
serious disposal problem. Trees and animals
don't have to wrap their food: why should
we? Is it because we are intelligent?

around the water near cities, and a waste of
very rich irrigation water in rural areas.
Again, most sewage systems depend in some
way upon electrical systems to function.

Ga, systems:
The natural gas systems arc the cleanest and
the least destructive to the planet. However, in
times of catastrophe, they go out (gas lines
break) quite often. The distribution of this gas
is potentially dangerous and unreliable in times
of disaster, and will continue to get more
expensive. If the complete functioning of a
home depended upon gas. this home would be
just as vulnerable as those using any other
system. Of course, gas mUSI be shipped by
vehicle in rural areas, which is an obvious
vulnerability in times of disaster.

food 5YStems:
Food has become just as much of a system as
anything else. The centralized food production
system is definitely one of the major SUppOI1
systems for human habitat on this planet. The
existing housing compartments do nothing
toward dealing with the food needs of the
human inhabitants. Food is mass produced,
nOI with human health in mind, but with
profits in mind. Money is, un for tun a tely,
the major objective of a ll systems. The
various chemicals used to produce more food.
futer, have radically affected the quality of
fruits, vegetables, dairy products and meats.

(Read Diet {or a New America, by JOhn'~:~Jjiii~~';:~"~'



system obviously supports the living
rnent because all other systems are

e available only through this system. If
one has no money. the othersystemsare shut
off, regardless of need. People have actually
died because their utilities had been shut off
during the winter, due to their inability to pay
bills. This puts our very survival dependent
on a rathershaky and holloweconomic system.
Thus, the living compartment is in a very
vulnerable place. Not only do we have to
deal with the potential unreliability of
the various support systems, but we
have to deal ith the unreliability of
the system which gives us access to the
support systems.





One very importan t aspect of this new concept
for hou sing is that it must be ava ilab le to the
masses. That is to say. it cannot be a
multimill ion dollar vessel thai only the rich
can afford. Everyone is entitled to voyage into
the future. The concept. design. and actual
method of manifestation of an Earth ship must
be devel oped with this in mind. I n addit ion
to interfacing with natural phenomen a,
t his co nce pt mu st inte r fa ce wit h th e
nature of th e common per son.

THE SYSTEMS OF THE EARTHSHI P

The Earthship must, by virtue of the way it
interfaces with the existi ng natural phenomena.
provide a companment that maintains its own
levels of comfort . T he Ear thsh ip itself
must be a heating and cooling system.

Hea t ing a nd Coo ling syst em
The sun is a source of heat. The Earth itself is
a battery to store heat. Ear thsh ips, therefore,
must begin relating to both of these phenomen a
in their design.

" We" is a more appropriate concept for the future than "I"





rn much the same way that matter stores
energy, dense mass stores temperature. The
more dense the mass is, the more temperature
it stores. Therefore, a house or shelter made
of dense mass is much better for storing tem
perature than a house made of thin pieces of
wood. This is true regardless of the original
source of temperature be it heat or cooling.

'" good analogy can be made to the way a
barrel stores water. If the water storing
capacity of a barrel were compared 10 the
temperature storing capacity of most houses.
;(he barrel' would be 1" deep, rather than
3'.:()" deep. Most houses have little or no dense
mass, therefore they store no temperature.

MASS



Since we go to the trouble and expense of
putting heat into a house, we should do what
we can to make the house hold that heat.
Houses should be built witb mass
surrounding every space to allow them
to truly act as batteries.

Our bodies. being 96% water - which is mass,
function similarly . A certain amount of
energy is put into our bodies . via food. etc.
Some of this energy results in heat. which is
stored in the built-in mass of our bodies; our
bodies are batteries. Thus we can maintain98
F. when the air around us is 50- F. and we
consume food only occasionally . If our bodies
held no heat, we would have to eat all the time,
putting energy in constantly to maintain our
body temperature. We would run out of food,
wear out our digestive systems and have time
for nothing but eating.

The concept of house as battery is
anywhere, regardless of sol
No matter what the heat]
source, the battery will
temperature.



Obviously, we need dirt; there will need lobe
areas with dirt floors. Current Earthships
provide planters. but entire rooms and spaces
will be needed to growreasonablequantities of
various types of food. For example, we will
need height for growing citrus and nut trees.
Major requirements of a garden must .be
provided withinthe vessel. so food producti on
can occur year round. protected from
temperature extremes and potentially bad ~ir

and acid rain. This means that a certain
amount of space will be for plants, not for
people. These factors are all design
determ inants for the vessel. As important as
a bedroom, there must be a garden.

Electrical system:
The Earthship must provide enough electricity
to light itself and to run various appliances to
which humans have grown accustomed .
Obviously, the cost of the components that
provide this electricity would be regulated by a
more efficient approach, on the part of the
owners, to the overall use of electricity. The
simple admission of sunlight reduces the need
for daytime lighting.

• storing the energy in batteries, and using tile
energy as needed from the batteries
Photovohaic cells have been developed to
convert light energy from the sun in o
electricity. They have become more relialile
in more areas than windmills; however, it is
important to note that windmills can be made
with less technology. This energy is stored i
conventional electric vehicle type (golf
batteries . This method has already pr
itself in the 'sun belt ' to be an
solution for the requirements
appliances. Based on what has
there, this method will so
enough to provide for energy,
otherareas where the sun
clouds. In the future, the~
to collect ana store ener
taking it righ out of t



(Read Tapping Zero Point Energy, by Moray
B. King) Our specific use of energy may
evo lve; but, today, we need energy which
comes to us through wall sockets. This cannot
be changed overnight. The concept of the
energy producing vessel can be evolved in
many ways; but, the immediate
application must start with that to which
we are accustomed, and lead us to that
which is more appropriate.

Just as a generator is designed as an integral
part of a car, a power generating system must
be integral in the design of Earthships. The
aesthetic of the Earthship is a result of the
systems' requirements. Current Earthships are
built and finished with earthy materials, and
are buried with earth, They feel good, but
their appearance is subject to performance. It
will be difficult, if not impossible, to design an
English Colonial Earthship. An empty wood
box can be decorated as an English Colonial,
but it would need power lines and systems. An
Earthshipcannot have these connections to the
power grid. The days of preconceived ideas
about what Architecture must look like are
over. Buildings, housing especially ,
must become interfacing vessels,
evolving the preconceived ideas of style
and appearance to independence and
performance. Emotionally, this is
another way .ll:.l:. must change to meet the
Earthship halfway.



House as Septic System
Black water comes from the toilet; grey water
comes from everywhere else . (lavatories , tubs.
sinks. etc.). Current systems put ill grey and
black water together underground in a septic
tank or sewer; all of this water must be
chemically treated and ends up polluting our
rivers. streams. oceans . and underground .
largely because of sheer volume. Then we buy
chemical fertilizers for our plants . Instead. we
could be using the grey water. which is right
in front of us to feed our plants . There are
food particles in the kitchen sink; there is
protein in the bath water . Plants thrive on
these things. The waste system for grey water
can be tied into the garden. This can be done
in many ways. but direct flow is the easiest.

Water sys tem:
The Eanhship must. within its own electrical
system have provision for pumping water with
ex isting conventionaJ methods. as well as
catching rain and snow melt. An Earthship
must provide its own water.

Sewage system:
An Earthship must divide its water waste into
grey water and black water. reusing both

dlor delivering both to the Earth in a form
ich is totally accl'ptable to exisling natural

sses: ;~~:::z:~__....;.~:.......:.:.:..............::;.;~~.

House as Water Proyider
Currently. we bring water system s to houses.
An Earthship can have a well that is pumped
from the Earth ship 's independent power
system. Vessels can also catch water. These
systems can be built into the nature of the
vessel itself, eliminating the need for an
outside water system. In the future. we may
discover ways to take water from the air.
by condensing it; but. even now. we can pump
water with power produced by the vessel.
Soon it will be important to distill water for
human consumption. Distillers will have to
be built into the vesse l. Hot water will also
have to be provided by the vesse l itse lf.
Various solar hot water heaters work in many
areas with current technology . Earthships
must event ually produce. distill. and heat
their own water.



When the grey water is reused, the septic tank
or sewer needs become minimal because only
black water from the toilet is sent to it.
Current septic tanks and sewer systems are so
large because they have to deal with the
shower, dishwasher, clothes washer, etc ...
altogether. A much smaller septic tank for
black water only may even be contained, or at
least have a minimal effect on surrounding
areas. Sewer systems for cities would also be
much more manageable with only black water.
The reuse of grey water would, of course,
mean watching what you put down your drain
- no Drano or harmful chemicals.

Gas system:
Since gas is the least offensive system in
conventional housing, early Earthships that
do not quite make it all the way to
total independence should use gas as a
back-up. This should still be for as few
needs as possible.

House as Methane Plant:
Gas (methane) can be made from sewage and
compost. Ideally, Earthships could produce
enough gas from their compost and black
water septic tanks to deal with their own gas
needs. At this point, gas is only required for
cooking and backup hot water. Domestic
methane could easily meet this demand.

Materials system:
The shape and fabric of an Earthship must
grow out of the "natural" resources of our age.
This includes anything that appears on the
planet in large quantities and in many areas.
These materials and the techniques for using
them must be accessible to the common person
in terms of price and skill required to use
them. The less energy required to tum a
found object into a usable building material the
better. Designs for Earthships must relate to
the direct use (with little or no modification)
of natural resources of the 21st century.



0"*9' is .1iv.,.,d to
tM loc.al",~vc1in9 c.nhr

MOIt,r'"lOlls ~. brOU9ht to
t .... conskucUon sit,~
.ss,rnbWd ..to. houst



Monetary system:
Because the Eanhship itself provides aU of the
systems upon which the inhabitant would be
spending much money , and the fact that the
Earthship, inherently in its concept and design,
is very accessible to the common person, the
dependence upon the existing monetary system
would be greatly reduced, thus reducing stress
to both people and the planet.

House as a Method for Survival (MoneY):
The ideal vision of the Eanhship would there
fore be - a vessel that provides both space
and systems for humans and edible plants,
independently, through its own interfacing
with natural phenomena. This would reduce
and ultimately remove the stress involved with
living on this planet, both to humans and the
rest of the planet. This concept of living.
(independent voyage vs. dependent trap), could
change the nature of the human mind itself, It
could provide a basis and a direction for.
conscious evolution on the Earth.



An independent vessel must:
-be able to function anywhere
-decrease and ultimately dispense with

the need for the outside systems
which currently support the
living compartment

-be accessible to Commonpeople
-grow food
-deal with its own waste and by-

products
-make its own energy
-make its own temperate climate

inside
-make use of the by-products of the

twenty-first century

All of this must be done by interfacing with
natural phenomena, without any connection to
outside sources.

WHAT IS MEANT BY INTERFACIN

"Interfacing" is a word which is used a I
these days. When a solar electric systermor. a
wind powered electric system is hooked up t
the existing power grid. and more power. i
needed than can be provided by the
wind electric system, it is provided
power grid. When there is an excess
or wind generated electricity, it goes back
the power grid. This is called 'intenacmg
with the existing power grid.'







THE EARTHSHIP AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO THE CAR



current housing and automobile situation
shows the shortsightedness of our vision. The
concept of the Earthship is prepared to evolve;
it has a broader vision. The way in which a
tree interfaces with the earth is the format for
how the independent vessel should evolve. We
must begin "leaning toward this vision. (*See
A Coming of Wizard s, Chapter 6, Michael
Reynolds) It cannot be done overnight; but,
if we k.iLD.. in that direction, we are
participating in our own evolution and
giving ourselves a chance for survival.

EVOLUTION OF OUR LIFESTYLES
RELATIVE TO THE VESSEL

It is probable that, even if we did have the
ultimate interfacing vessel available to us now,
we wouldn 't be able to survive in it. We
would have to evolve our living habits toward
what the vessel could provide. For instance ,
our diets would change. The vessel could not
produce packaged microwave dinners and
other processed foods, so we would have to
lean our diets toward what it could produce 

d grains . The Earthship
lve to be able to produce

tinue to lean toward a

supply everything, we must supplement the
vessels with grocery stores . Ultimately, as
both we and the Earthship evolve, we will be
able to grow all of our own food, and reduce
or dissolve our need for packaged foods. This
is true of all needs. As we "lean" our lifestyles
toward what the Earthship can provide, we
evolve the Earthship toward what we need.
Someday we will meet.





JUST AS MOSS GROWS ON ras NORm SIDE OF TREES.
PEOPLE WILL FLOURISH ON THE sours SIDE OF MOUNTAINS





Conventio nal housing compartments shield tlie
living spaces from the sun, thus disregarding i
as a potential source of heat. light. and energy.

FIRE

Fire provides HEAT, LIGHT and ENERGY..
The SUN is unarguably our majo r source 0
the above. The sun is a natural phenomenon.

The Earthship was developed at 37 degrees
Nort h latitude and at an altitude of 7000 feet.
The winters get as low as 30· below zero
and the summers as high as 100- F. In
this climate of extremes, the Earthship
(through interfacing with natu ral phenomena)
maintains a temperature of 65-- 75° F with
no backup healing or cooling systems. These
extremes have demanded evolution of the
Earthship's performa nce, both in terms of
heating and cooling itself. The phenomena
have been studied in theory and reality. and
the interfacing methods have evo lve d
through testing and expe rimenta tion, so that
at this poin t, the Earthship can be taken
almost anywhere.

THE PHENOM ENA

We will firs t explain how these phenomena
dete rmine the design of the Ea rthship in
Northern New Mexico. This will provide an
understand ing of how to rel ate to these
phenomena as design determinants. At the end
of the chapter, we will di scuss how the
interfacing with these same phenomena varies
in different climates.

The phenomena with which the Earth ship
interfaces are all related to the four elements,
F.IRE, EARTII, AIR an:::d~W:;A~TE~R~.__~ ..



This in tum suggests an analysis and
understanding of this phenomenon called sun.
We must understand this fire in order to
interface with it



pposite is true in the Southern
ere. Due to this tilt. the sun comes to

ew Mexico at about 30·, relative to
ce of the earth, in the winter,

Solstice I Equinox
The sun will appear at different angles in tHe
sky from different locations on the glo .
Relative to the Northern Hemisphere. i i
always at its lowest point in the sky on the (fa
called the winter solstice, and at its highest 0

the summer solstice.



SUMMER

T HIS SLOPE ALSO RESULTS
CONSIDERABLE REFLECTION IN THE
SUMMER, WHEN HEAT IS NOT WANTED,

I orATIoN - ORIENTATION

IN NORTHERN NEW MEXICO, AND
ANYWHERE AT ABOUT 37' NORTH LATITUDE,
THE SUN IS AT A 30' ALTITUDE AT NOON ON
THE COLDEST DAY OF THE YEAR. THE MOST
IMPORTANT THERMAL PRIORITY FOR THIS
AREA IS GETTING ENOUGH HEAT THROUGH
THE WINTER. THEREFORE , WE Et.l:JLI!IE
GLAZING OF rnE EARrnSHIP m TIlE SOUTH.
AND :r LT THE GLASS AT 60' TO BE
P.ERPENDICULAR TO THE SUN AT ITS LOW
POINT. THIS REDUCES REFLECTION TO A
MINIMUM IN WINTER WHEN HEAT IS
NEEDED.

There is a difference of 47 degrees between its
summer and winter altitudes. as seen from
New Mexico at noon.



&imJlIh
These same phenomena also account for the
change in length of days between summer and
winter. The sun is not only higher in the sky
in the summer, but also goes through a wider
plan arc, or azimuth. In northern New
Mexico. the summer azimuth is about 240 ·
while the winter azimuth angle is about 120'.
This means that the winter sun rises 60· east of
south and sets at 60· west of south. When
heating is and issue, these winter angles must
be related to in the front glass face
configuration.

'WtlTER~ 60.
MORNING
SUN



IOCATION.STRATf:GIC AIM

EARTIlSIllPS IN NORTIlERN NEW MEXICO ARE
POSITIONED SO lllAT TIlEIR NORTIl-SOUTIl

TRUE SOUTH. THIS ALLOWS THEM TO CATCH
THE HEAT OF THE SUN A L1TILE EARLIER IN
TIlE WINTER MORNINGS.

Percent Solar possible
Different points on the globe get different
amounts of sunshine, but places along the~
latitude lines see the same number of sun hours
on any given day. Also places along the same
latitude, will see the sun at the same altitudes.
This means the sola r orientation for an
Earths hip will be the same on any given
latitude assuming the elevation above sea level
is the same. Climate obviously varies with
elevation difference.

Places that are on the same latitude may not get
the same amount of actual sunshine, due to
clouds, smog, haze or any other conditions that
might block out the sun.



EMRER 21. WilEN TIlE SUN IS AT ITS
POINT IN TIlE SKY. IT IS ONLY 30
AROVE TIlE 1I0RlZON AT NOON. AN

ISIlIP IN NORllIERN NEW MEXICO MUST
ATED WIIER E TlIERE WILL liE NO

UCfIONS mAT MIGIIT RLOCK TIns LOW
ER SUN . A FEW DECIDUOUS TREES
ETIlATWILLLOSETIIEIR LEAVES IN TIlE
R. rnEREFORE LETTING SUN mROUGfI

N IT IS MOST NEEDED) ARE OKAY.

Heat
A brief discussion of the way heat mo
(thermodynamic s) is necessary here to explo
these processes.





Thennal Movement
When a substance is heated, it will expand ;
when it is cooled, it will contract. Ean ,
concrete, wood. and all building materials are
affected by weather in this way. This is calle
thermal movement, and can cause a brittl
material like concrete or masonry to crack.
Masonry buildings may also be pushed by tIie
swelling of frozen earth or water around thei
foundation walls. An Earthship is more 0
the Earth," and it will accept and experience
similar thermal movement to that of the Earth.
Conseq uently, it will move with the Eanfi
rather than resisting it. It is very expensiv t
make foundations that resist the Earth .
Earthship must interface with the Earth, ratlieli
than resist it.



DESIGN IS NOT MEANT TO RESIST THE EARTI-I.
BUT TO JOIN IT.

Energy and Light
Green cells in the leaves of plants and trees
harvest the sun's energy . They change the
sunlight into chemical energy by the process of
photosynthesis. This chemical (food) energy is
then transported to the rest of the plant for use
or storage .

To make the most of this phenomenon. the
Earthship must provide sunlit areas for
photosynthesis to happen~ its interior
space. This allows for year round growing of
edible plants. The Eanhship must be oriented
toward the sun for this to be possible.

Earthship. change sunlight into electrical
energy. which can then be transported to
batteries for storage and use.

Natural sunlight can often be used instead
of artificial electrical light. if it is
appropriately allowed into an interior space.
This reinforces the solar orientation of the
Earthship once again.

life
The interfacing of the Earth with the sun (and
with water) is responsible for what we call
life. There are certain functions of life itself
that must be interfaced by the Earthship ,



Everything between, including all of life. is
po.....ered by the sun. The less we pollute the
bios phere the better it will be able to support
us. The sun is the mos t abundant ene rgy
source available, it is free and its direct use
does not harm our biosphere. where as man
made power plants are destroyi ng it.

food chain
Through photosynthesis. the sun's energy is
stored in plants , and ca n then be used by
animals, including humans, for .th.tir energy .

Thousand s of plant s become the food for
hundreds of small creatures who are eaten by
scores of larger creatures, who are eaten by
single large predators. In a natural commu
nity, there are just enough of each type of
organism to feed the next group and still have
enough survivors to propagate the species.

The intertwinings of life. death and decom
position are continuous natural life cycles.

production
The inclusion of greenho use space in the
Earth shi p des ign br ings so me of the se
processes into eve rday life. and in doing so.
also conse rves the ene rgy of commercial food
production. Energy does not need to be used
fo r ce ntra lized grow ing of food. (poss ibly
using very much of it to ra ise livestock ). then
packaging and transporting the food produ cts
to a local market , ref rige ra ting them , and
finally brin ging them home . By interlacing
our home s with natural phenomen a, they can
produce much of the food we need , thereby
greatly reduc e genera l ener gy consumpti on.

Geothermal
The earth is not only heated by the sun, but is
heated from within. The tremendous pressure
of gravity pull s the entire mass of the earth to
its center, creating heat and melting rock into
magma. The result is called georhermal
energy.

Ground Temperature
At even the outermost layers of the eanh this
heat can be felt. Ju st four feet below the
surface, the ground temp erature remains
remarkably constant, especially compared to
climatic conditions above the ground. At a
four foot depth , the temperature is usually
between 55- and 60- degree s F, which is much



Water interfaces with the Earth, Sun and Air
in many ways to create and sustain life. The
Earthship must both avoid and encounter water
to provide human habitat .

WATER

Runoff
Due to the movement of ancient glaciers, water
and wind erosion, earthqu akes, volcanos, and
other geological phenomena, the surface of the
earth has many peaks and valleys. The largest
and deepest valleys are full of water-they are
the oceans . Water flows from the high points
all the way down to these oceans, if it does not
flo w into an underground reserv oir or
evaporate first. Water also comes to the Earth
by rain . That which is not absorbed into the
ground and therefore is free to spill downhill
is called run off . On any site there will be
some locations which have less runoff passing
over them than others. These are the better
locations for Ean hships. Interf acing with
natural runoff patterns can create a dry pocket
or WJmlI for the Earthship.

BUILT THRO UGH THE YEARS. IT HAS BEEN
CUSTOMARY TO INSULATE TIlESE BUILDINGS
AWAY FROM THE EARTH . AN EARTH SHIP
MUST NOT BE INSULATED FROMTIl E EARm. IT
MUST INTERFA CE Willi IT, THUS TAK ING
ADVANTAGE OF TIl lS TREMENDOUS TIlE RMAL
CONSTANT.

more comfortable than weather condition s of
both summer and winter. By tapping into this
natural thermal conslanl, the Earthship can
remain consistently comfortable, because this
is on ly 10 degrees away from the North
American comfort zone of 70 degrees. The
Earthship tempers this natural constant up to
70' in the winter via heat from the sun. In the
summer, this massive constant tends to drag
the 100' air temperature down to 70'.

I OCATION·DEPTH

IN NEW MEXICO, TIlE DEEPER AN EARlliSHIP
CAN BE SUB MERGED INTO TIlE EARTH, THE
EASIER IT WIL L BE TO MAI NTA IN A
COMRJRTABLE 1EMPERA lURE.

A SUNKEN GARDEN OR "PIT" MAY NEED TO BE
DUG IN FRONT OF A SUBMERGED EARTHSHIP
SO TIlAT DESIRED SUNLIGHT IS NOT BLOCKED.
MANY UNDERGROUND BUILDINGS HAVE BEEN--------------





AVE FEET BELOw TIfE EARTIISHIP A.OOR IS
TOTALLY DRY . THERE SHOULD BE NO
PROBLEM. IF WATER IS DISCOVERED , TIfE
FLOOR SHOULD BE PLA:-O:-OED TO BE WELL
ABOVE IT. OR A1'IOTlfERLOCA110.• SHOUlD BE
CHOSE',

A~ EARTIISHIP M:AY EVEN SIT OS TOP OF TIfE
GROUND, IF IT IS DRY. AND IF AMPLE DIRT CAN
BE GBTAINED TO BERM UP TO TIlE ROOF ALL
AROUNDTIfEHOUSE. OFTEN TIfE DIRT CAN BE
OBTAISED BY DIGG ING A SLIGHT RUNOFF
W)AT AROUND lHE EARTIiSHIP.

directly through the Earthship to be used for
Jams. humidit • etc.

Rain
Since Earthships interface with existing runoff.
their roof water can be combined with runoff
pattern s and caught in cisterns (catch water
s Steins) for domestic use.



In this case, the well can be pumped with
electric energy harvested by the power system
of the Earthship, which can be sun or wind
generated. Sun power systems are a result of
photovoltaic panels on the southern face of the
vessel. Wind devices can be incorporated into
the Structure in the areas where the wind is a
reliable source of energy.

important role in the processes
. e are also patterns

ovement which,
ivability of a

Respiration
Carbon dioxide must be present for photosyn,
thesis in green plants. By-products of this
process are oxyge n a~d ~ater va~or, which
can be used in the resprranon of animals, whO'
exhale more carbon dioxide. On a huge scale,
there is a global breathing exchange going on
between all plants and all animals. B y.
cutting down the ralnferests, we ar
cutting ofT our own oxygen supply.



10 allow warm nlr 10 CIIClll'C lind coot air Id
hc drnwn in.



FOUNTA INS OR EVEN CLAY JU(iS Or: WAT'~R.

PLANTS li EU ' TO LOWEI{ All{ TI:MPERAT URrt.
HOW EVER T ill! FOO D " RO DUCI Nf.i AREA
S IIOULD HE SE PARATE " ROM LIVING AREAS
S INCE IT REQ UI RES OIR ECT SUN I.IG IIT.
EITIlER A ROOF GA RDHN OR A SOU TII FACINO
GAR DEN WOULD WOKK.

have now seen various ways of Interfacin g
ith the fo ur cleme nts: FIR E, EART H,
:4.TER and AIR. The res ult is thai these

natural phenomena have ac tually determin ed
the desig n of the Enrtbship in north ern New
Mex ico. Many methods of interfacing wo uld
be the sa me in any climate. For instance,
water run-of f is dea lt with similarly in Florid a
and in Ontario. One of the majo r as pec ts of
the Earthship is thai it holds~ (not
j us t heat). Th is is why il can be tak en
anyw here - hOI or co ld. Some meth od s of
inter facin g would be d.i.Ulli.D1 in dif ferin g
climates. The mOSI bas ic modifi cati ons for a
few climate extremes will now be discussed . If
your clim ate is a co mbination of these, the
Ear thship sho uld be de signed for the most
extr eme conditions.



DRAG DOWN THE AIR TEMPERATURE.
HOWEVER IN HUMIDAREASMORE ATTENTION
MUST BE GIVEN TO GROUND MOISTURE.
LOCATIt'iG TIlE EARTIISHIP ON HIGHGROUND
ISL\1PERATIVE.

T EMPER ATE

A TEMPERATE CLIMATEMAY BE A NATIJRAL
CONDITIONmAT IS NEARLY COMFORTABLE
FOR HUMAN HABITAT. rns MASS OF THE
EARTIISHIP WILLBUFFERANY TEMPERATURE
EXTREMESrnAT DO OCCUR. rnE MASS TO
VOLUMERA110 IS NOTVERY CRmCAL so rnE
ROOMSMAY BE DEEPENEDAND WIDENEDTO
THE MAX IMUM THE STRUCTURE WOU
ALLOW. THE GLASS DOES NOT NEED TO
SLOPED, AND THERE CAN EVE
OVERHANG TO SHADE THE IN
UNNEEDED SUMMER SUN.
SOMEWHAT REDUCED MASS
USED FOR A STABILIZING
COMFORTWNE.







This chapter will review the parameters of this
module. and show how these modules can be
combined [0 design a house.

uJe, itself , is an individual Ll-shaped
, with mass on three sides, glass

a skylight in the ceiling
is benned up on

ails for even more
is par!ialJy

ters One and Two have descri bed the
ceP.t and the methods of interfacing that

v volved into the Earthship. They have
stiown how the elements through their very

determine the nature of the
e. Interfacing with these
delineates the form of the simple
h can provide for the basic human

sheller, water, oxygen. food.
and energy.



sun, whereas the U space has the potential of
sun control.

This module can be as small as anyone wants to
build it, but it should not be larger than 18 feet
wide by 26 feet deep. The 18 foot dimension
is the largest recommended span between the
mass walls, because longer spanning structural
members are uncommon and expensive . The
26 foot dimension is as deep as the module can
be and still be comfortably wann. If the total
area of the room exceeds these dimensions, the
volume of air space becomes so large that the
surrounding mass can not keep it within the
comfort zone of 65--750

•

RULES OF COMBINATION

direct solar heat gain collects. The greenhouse
can actually be closed off from some U's while
remaining open to others. It is the main
circulation vein and the heati ng duct for
servicing the individual Us . This allows the
U's to maintain their simplicity and mass
without the expense and lack of perfonnance
that other circulation pattern s would bring .
The simple module is preserved.



these times that the sun is most effective for
heating. In northern New Mexico, [his is a 60"
angle. The space generated between the U's
can become a very thick mass wall, or an
indirectly heated utility space. All. major
living U's should get Cult sun across [heir south
side between 10 AM and 2 PM.

The results of this kind of combination are
much like those of the straight row. The
greenhouse becomes the circulation hallway
and a heating duct, connecting the simple U
modules.

Straight Step~ Qn Slone
Two U's can be put one behind and above the
other, making them like steps on the slope of
the site.



Many U's can be combined in this way.
creating a square grid of U's , in plan, that SICP
up the slope.

The "greenhouse I hallway I heating duct" still
functions as in the previous examples. thus
again leaving the simple modules intact.

There can be an ove rlap betwee n steps,
crea ting a space in the middle that is 2
sto ries high inside . This is good for fruit
and nul trees.



So.gprted Slep
Wh n U's are combined like steps, the number
lind size of U's in each row may vary . This
allows a series of different U arrangements
stepping up a hill. Again, the heating duct I
greenhouse I hallway is app lied on each level.

C om b ined St ep and Row
When stepp ing patterns are multipli ed, Ihey
are actually combined steps and rows. The
resulting set of U's can accommoda te almost
any spatial plan relationship. Any single-level
house plan can be designed and superimposed
on a sloping silt in steps.

There can be any number of U' or steps in a
row. A house can be 2 steps with 5 U's in
each row or 5 steps with 2 U's in each row. or
anything in belween.



Combinations nOIRecommended
One U should not be put directly behind
another on a flat site. unless heating is not
required. This would put a room behind a
room behind a greenhouse . The back room
would not have any direct sun for light. heat.
etc ... It would be cooler and darker and
difficult to heat without backup systems.



In any situation, the simplest design is usually
the best. The rules of combination are the
rules of design . Any time that they are
broken, there will be extra expense. and
usually cause the performance of the Earthship
to suffer. When economy and efficiency are

(as in nature), performance
ks of the final design. Some
at they have a preconceived
. house should be like, and

e starting point for their
not be designed this

initiate from the
odule, and then be
inhabitants.

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS AND
MODIFICAnONS
With this concern for simplicity in mind,
can now review the possible variations that:
be made 10 the basic layout. Every vari
will affect the performance of the EariIi
so it is definitely not recommended to stra
far from the basic design . Each variation
takes more time. materials. energy and mo ,
and therefore will affect the performance 0

the builder / resident as well. This is why on
or two changes may be okay if rea y.
necessary, but any more will begin to alter
Eanhship beyond recognition . It would
possible to change the Eanhship, bit b til
into an English Colonial house with a
system. This obviously would no longe
Eanhship.

Once an initial basic layout is design .
are a few necessary variations that will
slightly affect the performance 0
Earthship. They will now be discussed.

Ila1Iu:lIwD
A bathroom is a small, self-enclosed room,
therefore can fit about anywhere in th si
But bathrooms need 10 be warm places
people wet from baths or showers terid
colder than normal. Therefore, if a b8
is located deep in an Earthship, away' ffii
warm greenhouse. a unit heater soul
installed in it. However, the best thin t
to locate the bathroom right up a ain



southern glass to maximize the solar heat gain
that will go directly into the small room.
Bathrooms on the south face need no unit
heaters.

Because it is right up against the glass, it will
get some of the most intense direct heat in the
house. This heat is then intensified because it
is such a small room, compared to the rest of
the U's.



warm as any other space in the Earthship
(except the bathroom itself).

The bathroom can be used to divide the
Eanhship into segments. In a 3 U design. a
central bathroom allows each end room to
have a little more privacy. In longer designs,
I e bedrooms from each other, or

in living spaces of the house.

are linked to the circulation.
location for entries.

The entry can be made in the south glass wlill.
This is not recommended when serious heating
is required, as it will create shadows and blOCK
some of the heat gain . It would also lie
possible to enter the Earthship from the N
side, but this would require the elimination
a substantial part of the berm, which is 00
mass and insulation. An entry on the no
side will affect the performance and the cos
the Earthship significantly but it can and Ii
been done.



A dividing mass wall can be built between the
mass U and the greenhouse. This can give
more shade and privacy, but is not always
necessary and is an added expense. It does,
however, improve the performance by holding
heat in the "U" and cutting down on heat loss
at night . This mass wall usually has glass
above it to allow "borrowed light" to c
through the green house to the "U". Pri
and sun control in the "U" can be
drapes or curtains over this glass(
page).

Insulated shades can also be hung directly
behind the greenhouse glass to shade the living
space and cut down on heat loss at night.

rolling
shad.

SIiwIi.n2
The living space of each U can be separated
from the heating duct / greenhouse / hallway
by the following means. Simple cloth or paper
rolling shades can be hung, shading the space
behind.



Free-standing closets can give shade and also
subdivide space. even within a single U. to
ha of added privacy.

Planters are sometimes used to subdivide
space. providing some shade and privacy.

.Y.k»:
It is best if the view from the Earthship is
limitedto what is shown thoughthe expansive
greenhouse windows. If there is an incredible
view in another direction, however, it is
possible to open up a mass wall, but this
eliminates mass and insulation. and obviously
reduces the thermal ability of the walls. as well
asescalates thecost.

The least disruptive direction for such an
opening is to the East. Although mass and
insulation arecut down, thereis a little amount
of early morning solar heat that is gained. It is
not enough to make up the loss of mass. bu
helps a little.

If the opening is to the West. there will be
a very small amount of afternoon solar



heat that is gained. but not at all as much as
thatwhich is lost

is even more expensive. because a footin
lintel beam are then needed. It also
the mass wall must be ended. and then
again three feet away. resulting irr three"irlass
wall end details" instead of just ones-}'j't~U<A>.1











The combination of these IwO kinds of loads is
OIalload on the structure, and it is usually
essed in pounds per square fool. The

structure of the building is to
er and distribute these loads 10

These loads are called point loads. because
they bring down intense load s on a few
poin ts. There is more chance of movement
and se tt lement where point load s occur.
Usually point loads must be analyzed by
an arch itect or engineer. They are avo ided
in Eanhship designs.

The second method is to distribute the loads
in a linear fashion . ie. a bearing wall. Similar
to the column. the loads are then transferred
down the wall. 10 a foundati on. Thediffere
is that the load on any part of the wall
be much smaller than the load on th
Bearing walls are structural walls which
as a continuous unit . distributing loads ove
an entire wall.



The load on the wall is more evenly distributed
to the foundation, thereby spreading the loads
over a larger area as they meet the earth. This
results in Jess strain on the structural element
and overall reduction of stre ss on the
foundation, since the job of distribut ing the
load has already been panially completed by
the wall itself.

THE STRUCTURAL CONCEPT OF
THE EARTHSHIP

The structural concept is again based on the
"V" module, just as the thermal design concept
is. One "V" could be structured independently,
and then repeated over and over again.

Most conventional buildin g material s and
methods do little to recognize the natural

phenomena of the relatively fluid Earth .
Structures are designed in and of themselves
and then are placed 2Dthe earth. In most cases
there are a few large loads, and massive
foundations are needed to distribute these loads
to the earth.

Often the Earth, being rather fluid relative to
concrete, has been known to shift, settle, or
otherwise move slightly. This can result in
major structural cracks in concrete work
where intense loads are concentrated and
brought to the Earth in great magnitude. To
avoid this, much expense is required. plus the
employment of an engineer. to build structures
with expansion joints and steel reinforcements
to resist the tendency of the Earth to move.
This is further complicated by the tendency of
the materials themsel ves to expand and
contract - see thermal dynamics, Chapter 2.



J[.sbaptd Man bearing walls are thejr
own foundations

We have already discussed the fact that rooms
must be wrapped in mass walls in order for
them to store heat. Since we already have
these massive walls, we will use them to hold
up the roof of the module as well .~
get as hearing wqlli as well asUl4.tswalls .

Since most buildings are not surrounded by
earth , the foundations need to be well below
the rest of the structure to get below the
frost line .

We are achieving thermal mass,
structural bearing and foundations all in
one shape. The shape is mostly earth itself
which is contained in rubber (as later chapters
will describe). This results in a massive .
durable. resilient structure equipped to handle
the seismic loads created by earthquakes.
Brittle, intensely loaded structures are
much more vulnerable to earthquakes
than resilient, widely distributed
structural designs.

Therefore th e mass bearing walls of the
Earthship are also the foundations. So the
module is in effect floating with the Earth .

n contrast, the Earthships are designed to join
the Earth . rather than to resi st it. The
structure (mostly earth itself) is based on a
very wide distribution of loads so that by the
time all loads reach the earth , they are
insignificant in magnitud e. An Earthship
actually "floats" on the earth. This results i~ a
very forgiving structure that has the potential
to move with the Earth.

Conventional buildings set Wl the earth,
Earthships are J:lI the earth.

bearing walls for a room the size
hip module are usually 8" thick.

re a foundation 1'·4" wide to
loads over the earth upon which

massive walls of the Earthship are
and are already wide enough to

load much more than
require . The Earthship
wider than the required



This is necessary to protect the foundations
from the freeze- thaw movements of the earth.
This means that the bottom of the foundation
must be below the deepest point where the
ground will freeze. These depths vary from
region to region. Because Earthships are
buried at the perimeter. The bottom of the
mass wall will be weu below the frost line. and
there is no danger of thennal movement

Fram ing t he Roof
The roof structure is framed with beams
running in the east-west direction . so that
the loads are transferred directly to the
mass bearing walls. This distributes the loads
in many small increments along the wide,
massive walls.







EXTERIOR
PARTITIONS

MDl...
PARTITIONS

TIle depthof the footing will vary, relative to
i1ifferenl conditions, If the bottom of the wall
WIJI be be/ow the frost line after berming, a
concrete pad 12.' deep will be needed.



Deviations from the simple structure of the
"U" module are possible. but 'heY will q4d to
the cost and suhtrqct (rom the neiformgncc of
the building. For example. a doorway could
be cut through a tire wall, providing a pas
sageway from one room to the next.

TYPICAl

END "All
DETAl.S

l£illrOUNDATION







What if we found a way to make building
blocks out of compressed oxygen. We simply
extracted the oxygen out of the air and
compressed it into bricks. This would be great
because oxygen is everywhere. Hovvever, we
are intelligent enough to understand that we
breathe oxygen. It is what enables us to stay
alive. We would nor want to deple te our life
giving breath would we? Trees are a source of
oxygen on this planet . We currently build
with trees as well as simply clear them out of
the way/or more important things - like cattle.

THE NATURE OF THE MATERIALS



habitable environment for humans and plants.
The Eanhship itself must be a "bauery" for
storing temperature. This massive bauery
mUSI be achieved without large amounts of
energy. This suggests buill-up dense mass in
"bile-size" human manageable pieces. This
buill-up mass must also have the capacity for
structural bearing and a cohesive homogeneous
quality. Any light porous material, no matter
how strong, is ridiculous for a building
material if it has no mass. In anything but a
temperate climate where no heating or cooling
is necessary, mass is a primary factor in
selecting a building material. Making houses
out of heavy dense mass is as important
making airplanes light. Obviou
airplane takes more fuel to fly.
light house takes more fuel to
Why do we see the forest but not

for cabinet doors and ceiling
not a factor and where it is p
not rot, bUI the basic
buildin gs of the futu
resource that is inhere
by its own nature.





this "U" shape for reason s already described .
This "U" shape must therefore be constru cted
of a prim ary building block that meet s all of
the above requirements. Throughout twenty
years of exploring the ideals that have resulted
in the concept of the Earthship, we (Solar
Survival Architecnire) have developed/found a
natural resource that meets these requirements.
This building block is a rubber automobile tire
rammed with packed earth. Let's take it
through the outline of requirements and see
how it "stacks up".



Ibu:aI!i1i.U:
TIle durability of tires fined with ea rth can not
be surpassed. A buried tire (which is in effect
what we have in a tire wall) will vinually last
forever. The only thing that deteriorates
rubber tires is sunlightor fire. Since they are
filled with earth and ultimately covered with
earththey neversee sunlightwhen built into an
Earthship. Tires only bum when surrounded
b y air. When they are filled and coated with

ing~o get them to bum would be like
ight a phone book on fire as

wad of paper . The very
t makes them a problem to

ct that they won't go away)
ideal durable building material

ips. Earth and tires by virtue of
ature will last forever.

Low specific skill requirements
Over the past fifteen years many pea I
shapes and sizes have been taught
tires"(the termused for the process
packing the tires with earth). Wi
two hourstheaveragehumancarrbe
It requires physical energy more
strength. A team of two people. 0

and one pounding. can pound ab
an hour. The shoveling job is ea .
pounding requires a little more s
energy. The general application
human capabilities is definitely
required here. This is a skill th
lowest people on the labor fore
good at.



materials such as glass are the same
everywhere while others will vary with
different locales. The secondary materials are
those which make up the fill in walls, ceilings,
floors, glazing, and miscellaneous carpentry.

Em in walls
TIle most significant secondary material is that
used for bathroom walls. closet walls, non
structural end walls of the greenhouse hallway,
and all other miscellaneous infill areas. The
material we have found for these areas is one
that meets all the requirements outlined in the
nature of materials except for ma.n which in
the case of fill in walls is not necessary. This
material is a little durable aluminum brick that
appears "naturally" on this planet. It is
indigenous to most pans of the planet that are
heavily populated. It is also as the
aluminum be Its a low
tech, easy to
for almost' rw
been
inteJj
Wliol



GlJWJu:
The southern glazing all Eanhships that wants
to collect heal should be doub le-paned,
insulated glass as manufactured by most glass
companies in standard sizes. The size most
often designed for in typica l Eanhships is 46"
x 90". All other glazing should be either triple
pane or one of the new heal retaining gJazings
(consult your local glass dealer).

If Eanhships were to become the way of the
future. on a large scale . the resulting impact
would be significant. There would be a radical
reduction in the use of global energy to both
manufacture and tra ns po rt the var iou s
materials that domi nate the housing industry.
There would also be a radical reduction in the
amount of automo bile tires discarded on the
planet and the need to find some way to
dispose of them. The re would also be a
significant reduction in deforestation which is
and will bea continuous threat as long as wood
is a majo r buildin g product for housing .
Anything that we do on as large a scale as
housing must (like the trees) be born of
something that we ourselves produce. Our
numbers are too great for the plane t to
continue being the sole supplier of our needs.
The by-pr oducts of the tree itself, throu gh
decay and biodeg rading, provide soil for the
nourishment of its offspring. Likewi se the
by-products of our society must provide
the materials for housing our future
gen erations.

















Fig. 16

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

Now that you know how to pound a tire,
you are ready to begin a "U" module. Here is
a set of diagrams for this module, including
a cross section and floor plan. (Figs. 16·17)
I is a good idea to get a feel for the general
eo of the project before you begin. The

wn is a building on a sloping site.
. I,)lse the information you

-;Location, 10 locate your



FIg 17

PI.n or single · U·







Fig. 23

THE FIRST COURSE OF TIRES

Beginning with the front right tire, level a
section of earth, then pound and level the first
tire. (Fig. 21 & 23)

How you proceed will depend on the slope of
your specific site . On a steeper site, you can
step the tirework up the hill. (Figs. 22-24)

Fig. 22
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Typical "U" all pounded out and ready for backfilling and bond beam plates.

to try and achieve a layout that requires little
or no blocking. Blocking is time consuming,
more expensive, and not as thermal as
earthrammed tires .

In many simple buildings, spacer blocking can
be totally avoided.



As you finish each course of tirework, check
to make sure each course is level by stretching
a line level (Fig . 33) from east 10 west, a
shooting elevations with a transit , across the W.
When you are completely finisbed poundin
tires, level across the U, from east to west 10

several places. It is important that this is Ie I
so that the roof structure can rest on a
surface, distributing its weight evenl
throughout the wall.

Backfill behind the tires as you get higher .
This will allow you a place to stand while
pounding. This dirt needs to be compacted .
Some compacting will be achieved through
normal work traffic, but compacting by back
dragging with the scoop of the backhoe is also
necessary. 12J:lIJI. the fill against the tire wall.
Do Dot p.ush it up agajnst the tire wall

Fig. 33

BACKFILLING



SETTING THE ANC HOR BOL TS

The roof structure will be fastened to the tire
wall using anchor holts set in concrete . Bolts
'Will be located in every other tire on the top
course. (Fig. 34)

Fig . 35 HOLLOVOUT
COt"P ACTED
EARTH





'J'HE TOP 'PLAtTE'



Fig. 40

The second layer of 2x12's should be placed so
that the joints are well away from the joints of
the first layer. This provides a continuous

nodbond beam. (Fig. 40)

Fig . 41

ORLl OUT FOR
901.T HEADS

Nail the wood down with 16cc nails in seve
places . with at least 4 nails per fool. N
more heavily around all joints.



The "U" is now ready to place beams.

NAILHEAVIERAT ,JOIUTS











The beams will be 2'-0" on center . Cut and
nail 2x6's to make blocking which will raise
the beams to the correct height, Small blocks
can be nailed into the plate and to each other.
Continue pinning the beams with rebar
Ibrough Ihe blocking into Ihe piate .
FJg. 49) Be careful not 10 drive pins into

concrete around anchor bolts. The concrete
wi I bauer and the anchor bolts will be
w ess.



Fig. 50

The "U" module is now ready for can infill, roof deck ing, and perimeter insulation.



Fig. 51

a cement mortar mixture
ursesand to 1 pan portland
be mixed in a wheelbarrow

g on how much
ular onland

Fig . 52

CANSSH<M.O
f£VER TOUCH

The cans themselves are not structural; the)!
act as spacers within a perforated concrete
network . It is the matrix of concr-ete
which gives the can wall its strength

In this situation , all cans should be 1
the mouth facing toward the insid
room. The mouths will act as a meta
hold the plaster later. (Fig. 52)







Fig. 58
Neils enqledinto viCJo
at decking joints











Fig. 6_3_b__~
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FOAMf,lSll.ATION BOARD
Fig 67b





This roofing come s 3'-0" wide and should be
installed half on and half off the structure for a
good overlap at the joint. It can be melted on
or glued with tar . A roofing contractor should
be consuited for roofing materials in you.
area. Listen to the roofing contractor as f
how to handle the materials but follow
instructions for roofing this type of buildi

12'- 0"

STOP INSULATION
SHORT HERE

2 LAVERS 6 Mn..
PLASTIC

t between the structure and the dirt
)N be covered and reinforced with

roofmg. (Fig. 69b) It comes in
many manufacturers.
'ng supply store.

ROOFING OVER THE BERM

Staple 2 layers of 6 mil plastic (or one layer of
10 m il) to the foam insulation. Drape it over
the sloping berm all the way around the "U"

IUntil it is about 12'-0" away from the
cture , Weight it down temporarily with

s. (Fig. 69a)





Fig. 72 CANT CRICKET AND CANTS

6" Of INSULATION







Fig. 75

3"-0 ·

THE SECON D BUR IAL

Now, you must form the dirt parapel. Simply
berm up over the roof to a height of about 2'
6". This will overlapthe roof structure about
3'_0". Continue the berm out to cover the
plastic with a minimum of 12" of earth
compressed with the backhoe . (Fig. 75)

Taper the berm down toward the canal,
leaving about )'-6 " of sheet metal showing.
(Fig. 7(;)

You now have a weather proof "U". It isvery
important to note that the greenhouse and
other detailing should not be started until the
"U" is "captured and "dried in" to the extent
illustrated here. A common mistake is not
weatherproofing the "U" before going on to
other details. This method of construction
requires immediate roofing and site shaping
around "U"s, as illustrated in fig. 76,10divert
surface water.



A captured "U".





Beginning of GreenhoUAC.
Finished Grecnhou\C • interior .
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Fig.



I
UPPER I
2X 12PLATE~

I
I
1

PLAN

I LOWER-,.t4ICt4. 2x6 PLATE

other. The lower wood plate is a pressure
treated 2x8 ( Fig. 5) installed the same as
2xl2's on the top of the tire wall of the ..
Anchor bolts occur in every other tire (
Figures 35 and 36 Chap. 6) . Put dow t
layers of 6 mil. plastic over the tires fi

Fig. 6



Fig. 8

2x 12: UPPER
PLATE









2X 12

~THIS INTERSECTION
ESTABLISHES HEIGHT
DFFRONT FACE AND
lENGTH OF2X12
JOIST





TIN SKIRT

After the front face framing has been installed,
a tin sheet is nailed on from the bottom
horizontal 2x6 down and out, sloping away
from the building about 2'-0". Earth must be
back filled and tamped to create a slope away
from the building for this tin to lay on. This is
28 gauge sheet metal usually from a 3'-0" x 50'
roll. It is painted with liquid tar on the
underneath side before installation. After

installation it is painted on the top side . The tar
is to prevent the galvanized sheet metal from
deteriorating. The eventual burial will cover all
of this sheet metal. Next install 6" batt
insulation under the bottom 2x6 and staple a 6
mil vapor barrier over the inside cavity fonned
by the tin and the wooden sections under the
window frames (Fig. 16).











CUSTOM I " INSULATED - ..........._
GLAZING UNIT

/

46 "x90· INSULATED
I MGLAZING UNIT

ROUGH OPENINGfOR
HURDCLADWINDOW
'2343



Outside view of donn er box.

I - INSULATEDGLAZING UNIT
46 Mx90·

































V-Connectjons

Building more than one "U" also involves a Y
connection not encountered before. The
diagrams above show the alternate coursing
patterns necessary to accommodate this joint.
Blocking (Fig. 3) is installed to allow alternate
courses of tires to always overlap each other in
staggered coursings. This staggered coursing
provides the structural integrity of the wall. II

is imool1ant never to have two tires directly on
top of each other in these joints.
On the alternate course over the blocking;.(fiig.
4) a large #16 tire would be needed t .
the necessary overlaps. The imponan
remembe r in
in alterna te







use letf ttes on topof je..m:",'_ "' _ .........
if een 'WIll 90U ebeve c:::- ~...._





112 ~ pllJv oodsere....ed to,_ L...-Y---""-.,- "": 'JI' tires

hole for eltetic.l boxcentered
over void in tire .....11 \ ~\-"---,.-~...-~"'9



Fig. I ta

cover pl '1"'ood ......ith 6 mH pll1Uc andlath, ext end 11th 3/4
bel,/Ondpl'1"'ood

ELECTRICAL ROUGH IN - CAN
WALL

Wherever electrical boxes are required in can
walls a wood box made from 1x6 stock and
porcupined (Fig. II) must be provided to lay
into the can work. Wires are then run in the
can work as it goes up to feed the boxes.
Again wires can be in conduit or layed directly

into the can work as code allows. A I n "
plywood plate is screwed into the Ix6 boxes to
pro vide con ventional anchoring for the
electrical boxes . Again this plywood plate
must be covered with 6 mil plastic and metal
lath extending 3/4" all the way around to
prevent a crack in the plast er immediately
around the plywood plate.<.F.ig•.•11.'.). .....;;1
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FI. 'AL BURIAL AND SITE WORK

Immediately after your building is roughed out
the site shaping must be done to create proper
surface water movement and drainage. Above
is a typical drainage plan for a sligh tly sloped
site. Water is taken around (east and west) the
building via slight dishes or meats " on the
urface o f the earth (Fig, 13)(aI50see"age~O









PACKING TIR ES - STEP 2 + 3

First allow Step One to dry . New mud should
neverbe applied over wet mud. but always wet
the surface of dry mud when applying new
mud. Misting the dry mud with a hose works
well. Now use the same consistency of stiff
mud as in step one. Slam two more double
handfulls of stiff mud into the voids you have
left over from step I. Cover the aluminum
cans with mud and then stick on two more
cans. (Fig. 2a)

Allow this to dryand with yourhandspush on
more stiff mud (this may taketwo C03lS) umil
you bring the mud-filled voids out to the
surface of the tire treads. You should end up
with a mud wall with little sections of tire
tread showing through (Fig. 2a). This wall
should now be almost all in the sameplane.

Electrical wiring rough-in should go in
between Step One and Step Two.









mud with very con trolled. regular strokes of
the trowel. Spray ing the surface with the mist
brings out the fine grain and allows you to
work the surface until you achieve the look
that you want. Never apply finish mud man:
than 1/2 " thick since it will crac k. Neve r let
the finish mud dry in direct sunlight. PUI a
tarp a ver the windows if necessary 10 provide
shade. If you are not going to paint the mud.
you must "design when: you place the seams"
(where you start and stop a mudding session)
since the seams will be visible. Plan out a wall
section to mud so that the seam will be in a
comer or hidden by someth ing.

ALTER NAT E FI NISH ES

Finish mud plaster ca n be painted with any
latex , enamel , or epoxy paint. Cracks can be
spackled and painted . Painting makes the mud
more durable and refine s the finish . howe ver,
it can also reduce the amount o f su nlight
absorbed by the wall.

There is a product avai lable throu gh builder's
supply stores called "Structolire". It is a hard
plaster that can be appli ed over scra tch mud.
It provides a more durable surface than mud
plaste r, howeve r, it wou ld mos t likel y requi re
a professional plasterer to app ly.

Stucco companies now have many diffe rent
ac rylic products that come in any color and
can be painted, trowe led , or sprayed on.

Consult your local building supply SIOn:. All
of these products can be applied over~
M!.!.sJ.. The idea here would be to get the shape
you want with mud and then use an acrylic
product for the finish.



BRING f iNISH
MUD OUT LEVEL
WITH TILE

Fig. 6.

TIlES APPLIEDONSCRATCH COAT

SCRATCH COAT

WAll BEfORE
SCRATCH COAT

HUDTO"GLUE" TIlE
TOSCRATCH COAT

TILE

FIg 6

If f i NISH flOOR LEVEL IS NOT ESTABLISHED
USE ASTRING TOMARK fiNISH FLOOR 50
TILESCAN BEAPPLIED STRAIGHT

BASE TIL ES

After yo u get yo ur sc ra tc h coa t on , it is
time 10 decidewhether or not you wantto have
tiles at the base of your walls. This is a good
idea since it acts as a baseboard and protects
against mopping, brooming, and vacuuming,

hich all tend to scratch up the base of the
all finish. Tiles are installed by establishing

a finish floor level with a string, unless you
alreadyhave the floor installed. and "gluing"
the tiles on the wall with a mud-mix. Soak the
tiles in water and wet the wall surface. then
apply mud to the back of the tile and press it
on the wall (Fig. 6). Space the tiles about a
fingersthicknessapart. Finishmudplastercan
now be brought out to the face of the tile (Fig.
6a + b).



Fig. 7

SCRATCH CEMENT PLASTER
WITH SCRATCHER

PLASTERING A LUM INU M CAN
WALLS

Aluminum Can Walls are laid with the mouth
opening P.9inting out. (Fig. 7 above and 43a»

page 155) This creates
for abe plaster.
finished
then al
ope
l62).



If you are finishing the wall with something
other than mud, (i.e. stucco) if the wall is in a
bathroom or is an exterior wall, then the next
step after cement -scratch coat is 10 apply a
"floated-brown coal". This is simply another
coat of the same mix (one part Portland to
three pan s sand - though , some people add a
1/2 part of masonary cement to the formula).
This coat is for shaping the wall, thus, after it
is troweled on, it is "floated" with a sponge
float (Fig. 4, page 177). This is a standard
building technique and any plaster contract or
can help you with it. All plaster of any kind
should be allowed to dry out of direct sunlight
in order to avoid cracking due to quick
drying.

After the brown coal is applied , conventional
stucco, Structclite, or any hard plaster can be
applied. Consult a plaster contractor if you do
not want a mud finish.

Internal mud finishes are not limited to the
southwest. They are quite durable - especially
with paint - and can be easily applied by the
average do-it-yourselfer. Different regions of
the country require some experimentation with
the proper formula.



Fig. 8

NAil LATH INTOfiRST MEMBER
Of JAMB

Fig.8a



Fig. 9

SCRATCH CEME NT PLASTE R
WITHSCRATC HER

EXTERIO R PLASTER

Any time wing walls on the exterior are packed
out to a smooth plane with mud (Pages 174
175)~ they should be covered with 6 mil plas tic
that IS stapled on. This is then covered with
expanded metal lath. baskets up (Fig. 3. page
J76). Aluminum can parapets have their own
"built-in" lath. Any other odd details or
materials shoultl have metal lath installed in

preparation for scratch plaster. Conventional
scratch plaster can then be applied. one pan
Portl and to three pan s pla ster sand.

Exterior pla ster takes much abuse due to
wea ther changes. For thi s reason, sma ll
synthetic fibers are added to this mix. There
are differe nt brand names for these fibe rs.
Usually about two handfu ls per wheelba rrow
load is enoug h. The fibe rs are known as
"structural concrete fibers" and can be bought



After the scratch plaster has cu
brown coat" is applied in order
desired shape and provide a surf:
This is a conventional t .
a professional plasterer
fibers should also be i
coal mix. Sometimes
instead of Portland
expensive, but it helps
of cracks. See y
professional p.





10. QWNER'S
MANUAL



day long. In this case, the gentle breeze is ID

factor of the comfort level.



if you are nOIin memo The more heat they are
allowed 10 store, the longer they will be wann
without sun or auxilliary heat. The point here
is that you must be aware mat you can over
do venting in the winter and retard your
collection of heal storage in your mass.
Wimer venting should be employed only when
comfort or air quality demands. The rest of
me time you should be storing heat whenever
possible.

In extremely cold climates. with many cloudy
days. insulated shades may be necessary. All
east and west windows should have insulated
shades anyway. The south sloping windows
are designed to have insulated shades installed
between the struts as shown in Fig 1. These
insulated shades are available through Sola r
Survival Architecture (SSA).



SUNI.IGHT

The Earthships are designed so that the sun
does not come Into the livin g spaces in the
summer (Fig. 2), while it floods them in the
winte r <Fig. 3).



in any further than the greenhou se hallway .
Any type of roll-up shade or drape will work.
Roll-up shades have the advantage of not being
dropped all the way down , thus allowing
winter sun to still heat the floor while you are
in shade.

SHADING ON THE FRONT FACE

Front face shading is only recommended if you
have built seating areas instead of a planter
under the glass (Fig. 5). There are times when
this will be a delightful place to be and times
when the sun here is too much . To have some
control over this situation, you would need a

front face shade. There are
available that will fit betwe

struts, and will slide up and down on the guide
rails, thus keeping them against the front face.
SSA is a dealer for a very lightweight shade
that will work here. They come in white and a
variety of colors . The disadvantage of this
type of shading is that it cuts off all sun to the
area - hallway included - so that you
cutting off your heat absorption
shading against the glass. Therefore
of shading should be used sparin
winter - perhaps by only lening it do
three feet when in use (Fig. 6).



NOT E:\OliGIf SUN

An advantage of front face shading up against
the glass Is thai in extremelycold climates with
very Htde sun, these types of shades could be
Jet down at night to insulate thesouth windows
fromheat loss. Inareas where there is a lot of
sun, this is not necessary dueto the tremendous
gain and storage capacity of the Eanhship,
however it is an advi sable device in £2.l!!
£1nu..d.xclimates.

1be bottom line with shading is to know what
you are trying to do with it and what the
consequences are, so that you can select the
proper method.

PLANTS

1be greenhouse hallway heating duct is the
major place for planting because it gel> full
light all the time. Another very good place for
p1anl3is between the "U" and the hallway (Fig.
ila and 7b). This area gel> full sun mort of the
ime. Planters in lhis areacan beopen on the

!10m 10 lap moo uncontained earth.
Here the plants can act as a partition to give
some shade and/or privacy 10 the "U".



In some step arrangements of "U"s, two story
spaces are created which allow trees to grow
(Fig. 8). The Eanhships are thus designed for
maximum living with plants. The reasons for
this are for food, beauty. oxygen/C02
exchange between people and plants, and for
convenience . It is very easy to tend a garden if
it is on the way to your bedroom.

Living with plants to the extent we are talking
abo ut in an Eart hship does requi re so me
und erst an din g of the natu re of pl ant s
themse lves . There are many opinions and
theories abo ut how plants should be cared for.
TIle instruct ions in this section are those of the
author based on 15 years of living with large
amounts of plants.



blooms. All need almost no care and they
simply take over . Bugs never bother the
Wandering Jew and plants can be started from
a trimming stuck directly in the soil. Keep it
very wet until it takes hold - about one weeK.

Geranium s - There are many varieties. al
which have beautiful blooms in many
They spread rapidly and bloom often.
get no bugs and fill planters with fo
3' high , They can be started with a
stuck directly into wet soil - keep it we
takes hold and starts growing .



establish your green areas. After you fill your
green areas with these plant s. you call come
bad and clear out ce rtain areas 10 plant more
vulnerable plants that require more care. You
will have 100 much 10 care for until you slowly
program plan ts into your life . II is strongly
recommended thai you start with plant s that
require litt le ca re and slowly integrat e plant
care into your life. It is very depressing to
have a greenhouse fu ll of sick. screaming
dying plants that you have no lime to care for.
This experience will dampen the whole idea of
living with plants. Stan with an easy situation
and work into more variety. Large amount s
of plants can take much tim e. work , and
money to ca re for - more than you may
realize.

BUGS

Most food-producing plants are vulnerab le to
various pests. Com mon pests are while nics.
aphids. and pill -box bugs. There arc other
insects that appear around large planted areas
that aren't necessarily pests. The idea is to
keep pests to a minimum . and simply allo w
some insects to ex ist with the plant s. To try
and create a sterile environme nt is not health y
for plants or humans. and is a very expe nsive.
time-co nsuming . loosin g battle. Plant s will
have some bugs since this is natural. Ideally.
the greenhouse area should get much fresh air.
and have some bees and butterfli es passin g
through .

If bugs complete ly sca re you. some "U"s could
be closed off or screened off from the growing
areas (Figs. II and 12).



abov e. and gradually work into the more
vulnerable food producing and flowering
plants. One of the best defenses against pests is
strength. Strong plants have their own
resistance. Grey water is one of the best ways
to make plants strong . The more watering you
can do with grey water. the happier and
healthier your plants will be. There are many
ways to capture and distribute grey water .
These will be discussed in Earthship Volume
II.

FOOD PRODUCING PLANTS



products produce a diffused light with more of
the ultraviolet light that plants like. Serious
food production is more success ful under
Lascolite or a similar product. (See your local
solar supply store for obtaining Lascolite or
similar products). If you can live without a
view in certain areas (you can't see through
Lascolite), Lascolite gla zing would be
recommended for optimum food production .
Regular glass glazing units could be installed
every third window to get the best of both
worlds for intense production areas . Or,
another method is to make the bottom 2'-0" of
glazing Lascolite (or equal) and then make the
top 6'-0" out of regular glass (Fig, 13). This
requires a little more detailing but gives you
the best of both worlds. Some people also like
the added rivac this ives.



hard plaster finishes over the mud
Ire walls. These finishes do

urability than natural mud or
owever , cracks, movements, or
ar over time (as they will in

e 10 settling). and so the more
s require more expensive and

of patching and in some
d.





Owner: Pat Habicht
Taos.New Mexico
675 square feet
Ownerworked on job

ost- $45.00 per square foot
ob managed by Joe Hoar





Owner: Steve Trujillo
Taos, New Mexico
1250 square feet
Owner-builder
Cost- $50.00 per square foot
Jobmanagedby Justin Simpson













Owners: MichaelReynolds
andChris Simpson
Taos.New Mexico
1600square feet
Ownersbuiltproject
Cost-S20.00 per square foot
Job managed by Michael Reynolds
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Weaver Construction





Weaver Ti re Wall on Rock Cliff



Weaver we st End
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Weaver Overview
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EPILOGUE





REBEL

let the world fall away
i am not boundaried by

your boxy repetition
i am not living underyourfashion

my bull




